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Study: Common Core Had “Significant Negative Effect” on
Students
From FreedomProject Media:

A barely noticed study on the Obama-backed
Common Core scheme revealed that the
controversial national “education” standards
caused a “significant” decline in student
achievement.

Basically, if the Common Core scheme had
never existed, students would have been
much better off, according to researchers at
the federally funded Center on Standards,
Alignment, Instruction and Learning (C-
SAIL).

Results show that student performance declined in both reading and math as a result of Common Core,
the researchers noted.

“Contrary to our expectation, we found that [Common Core] had significant negative effects on 4th
graders’ reading achievement during the 7 years after the adoption of the new standards,” the study
found.

Indeed, Common Core is packed with quackery such as the “sight-word” method that was first exposed
as a dangerous failure over 150 years ago when it was tried in Boston. Even contributors to the
Common Core reading section are blowing the whistle!

The controversial standards also “had a significant negative effect on 8th graders’ math achievement 7
years after adoption based on analyses of [National Assessment of Educational Progress] composite
scores,” according to the analysis.
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To read the rest of the article, click here.
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